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Presentation Notes
INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN PRINCIPLE: The following slides notes are set up so that you can copy or use some of the ideas in your own classes.TO DO:�WEEK BEFORE CLASS: A Welcome Announcement reminding them that they have access to the Course Schedule, which includes all of the readings.  Participation Contract and Major Assignment Descriptions. (Copy from the old 2016 course and update).�LINKS: Ensure all links in the slides to see if they work 10 minutes before class.�SLIDE RELEASE: Release these slides to the students right at the start of class to frame the course administration discussions.�



Social Media Policies: 
How do you manage your social media?
What kind of person would have the following social media policies?

● LinkedIn: This user requests that students must complete their undergraduate degree before he or 
she will add you on LinkedIn.

● Twitter: This same user suggests that students can follow him or her on Twitter, but they will not 
be followed back unless they earn a terminal professional degree, like an MA, PhD, LLB, or 
become a peer colleague of academic interest. 

● Facebook / Instagram: This same user limits Facebook and Instagram to only friends, family, peers, 
or work colleagues. This user may be in Facebook groups together with you, but he or she will not 
connect directly with students unless the students meet the above criteria listed for Twitter.

● THE OPTION SPECTRUM: Completely open to completely closed.
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How do you manage your social media?�Do you let anyone follow you?  This is called the “open gate” policy, which is great for becoming a network leader in a particular field, especially if you’re trying to market something. The open gate is where you allow anyone to link in with you, and you also follow everyone back. It is a method for increasing your social network…��In terms of a “closed gate” policy, experts still recommend that you have a protected username account on the big five social media, but just lock the privacy setting down. You should have them to protect your identity, and in case you ever do want to use the accounts. It’s also important to build up a record of professionalism and a positive trusting reputation in case you’re ever attacked online, or want to leverage your established reputation for some beneficial goal.��Do you have the time or resources to moderate potential controversial subjects? Then you might want to use the closed gate policy (or some form of it).��Suggestion for being open: Have prepared some potential talking points to deal with controversial issues, then only respond to the first few posts (as the remaining posts on Twitter, for example, often aren’t seen or are cut off).  Report all abuses of Canadian laws or the Twitter policies if possible, and block individuals right away who break them, after you’ve posted a response to a more reasonable version of the argument. �***********************************�The list above was how I used to control my social media when I worked at Ryerson and MacEwan universities. My PR students here know that I now LinkIn with any of them to help with Work Placements, and for Twitter I will not follow them back without a request if they have a locked private account. Facebook/Instagram are still closed to students (unless they become my RA or graduate into some level of trusted peer, and I know we’re going to keep in touch).��METHODS FOR CONTROLLING ACCESS (AND CONSTRUCTING YOUR IMAGE/BRAND): �> The list above is constructed to limit access to me, because of my time limits, and it is also how I  construct my identity to sell an elite commodity (so it’s not that I’m trying to be condescending or anything like that; it’s just that right now, my consulting requires that I controlling several large social media accounts outside of my own, so I don’t need to have issues with my own).> My time is valuable, and I feel since you’ve committed to earning a degree that you should be offered incentives of some form in terms of the meritocracy of the university.> How a professional breaks up there time.  My past students have welcomed the opportunity to earn each level as a challenge.> Email: 48 hours to respond, does not include wkends�> ON MERITOCRACY: When you earn your Bachelor degree, you will be in the top 15% of accredited intelligence on the planet, earn a second degree and you go to the top 8%, earn a PhD, or some other form of a terminal degree, and you’re in the top 1% -- so you can model professional practices using your own social media policies to inform them of how they can then advise others to become a trusted professional (making them a valued colleague or adding to any organization’s culture).



Examples of the Benefits of Social Media
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> Many Canadian politicians volunteered time to me as I completed my dissertation -- all because I simply contacted them via social media -- but then those connections became opportunities for consulting work later.��> Journalist Susan Delacourt ended up commenting about a conference paper I wrote, while I was actually presenting on it, and then she ended up writing an entire article about my work before I even published it (and she gave me a number of generous resources and ideas for the piece).��> All names listed above follow me on Twitter -- which means that I can DM them right now.  I do not have a lot of followers, but the network I have is a large on of tailored influential people in my corporate and political communication background.��> I don’t post frequently, but I do retweet often to amplify messages to my network, and simply to add items to my research reading list to read later.



Example Overview of Course Assignments: 
What is Blended Learning?

“Blended development at Mount Royal aims to undertake the 
successful redesign and implementation of an undergraduate credit 
course. The model requires that a portion of the course learning 
activities are moved to the online environment. Time traditionally 
spent in the classroom is reduced but not eliminated. The key 
objectives of blended courses are to combine the best features of in-
class teaching with the best features of the online environment to 
enhance student learning and increase flexibility for students” 

(Mount Royal University  2011)
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> Instructional Design Principle: Describe to students why the course is designed as it is. What course objective or skill does the design help to reinforce or learn? Don’t assume they’ll understand why a course is designed a certain way. Explain your reasons.�Course Level Blended Learning Delivery is a form of course delivery which has been designed to combine online and face-to-face learning. At MRU, a blended class has one hour of a three hour lecture dedicated to online activities.Just having a Social Media assignment does count as a blended assignment.



Proportion of Content 
Delivered Online

Type of Course Typical Description

0% Traditional Course with no online technology used – content is delivered 
in writing or orally.

1-29% Web Facilitated Course which uses web-based technology to facilitate what is 
essentially a face-to-face course. Uses a course 
management system (CMS) or web pages to post the 
syllabus and assignments, for example.

30-79% Blended Hybrid Course that blends online and face-to-face delivery.  
Substantial proportion of the content is delivered online, 
typically uses online discussions, and typically has some 
face-to-face meetings.

80+% Online A course where most or all of the content is delivered online. 
Typically have no face-to-face meetings.
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> Instructional Design Principle: Describe to students why the course is designed as it is. What course objective or skill does the design help to reinforce or learn? Don’t assume they’ll understand why a course is designed a certain way. Explain your reasons.



Important Course Outline Information: ADC Suggested Blurb
Use of Technology in the Classroom: Professionalism is an established standard for the behaviour of students in the public 
relations program. The appropriate use of technology in the classroom is at the sole discretion of the professor.

In [ this course] , the use of electronics in class is permitted and encouraged only for educational purposes. The appropriate use of 
technology in the classroom is at the discretion of the professor, following Mount Royal University policies. Inappropriate use of 
personal computers may result in being removed from the classroom (e.g. using distracting social media sites not pertinent to
course work, accessing inappropriate sites, etc.). 

By signing the Course Outline Signature Form, you agree not to record or reproduce content from the class, including taking 
photographs, texting, or recording audio or video without the expressed written consent of your professor.  During lecture 
sessions, students may use a laptop for note taking, viewing course resources, etc. Cell phones must be turned off during class 
time, unless your instructor has approved their use for a particular assignment or to search something on the Web as a 
replacement for a laptop. The beneficial uses of laptops and laptop etiquette in the classroom will be discussed during our first 
class together. Laptop users are encouraged to follow common technology etiquette, such as sitting on classroom aisles, or at the 
back of the room, to avoid distracting students sitting behind them that do not use laptops. We will do in-class exercises that 
involve sharing writing and commenting on each other’s work. This means that you should not rely solely on a laptop for in-class
assignments and notes, as those can be difficult to pass around the classroom. This also means that you should be prepared to deal 
with your classmates on a professional level. You all have interesting experiences and ideas that can contribute to our discussions 
of the readings. And you all have strengths as writers that can contribute to the overall writing process.
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Important Course Outline Information: ADC Suggested Blurb

Social media and The U.S. P.A.T.R.I.O.T. Act (or Canada’s Bill C-51)

Social media use in this course: In this course, you will be encouraged to gain skill using various social media 
publicity tools that are not owned, operated, or maintained by Mount Royal University. Students will be given 
various options for using publically available or corporate owned social media applications and tools for each 
assignment (e.g., anonymous accounts, pseudonyms, or simple soft copy paper submissions). Students should 
be aware that all publically online social media communications still fall under Mount Royal University’s Code 
of Student Conduct (available at http://mtroyal.ca/codeofstudentconduct). Please discuss any use of social 
media with your instructor, especially if you have any questions or concerns, as options are definitely available 
to ensure students are afforded adequate course subject matter coverage. Also, be aware that public social 
media applications may be subject to a foreign country’s laws based on the location of the company (e.g., The 
U.S. P.A.T.R.I.O.T. Act).

Mount Royal University’s suggested Social Media Guidelines are available here:
https://www.mtroyal.ca/AboutMountRoyal/MarketingCommunications/SocialNetworking/index.htm
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DISCUSS: Providing options to students for social media (e.g., pseudonyms, anonymous accounts, or simply planning posts on a piece of paper).

http://mtroyal.ca/codeofstudentconduct
https://www.mtroyal.ca/AboutMountRoyal/MarketingCommunications/SocialNetworking/index.htm


Suggestions on How to Read the Articles
(Study Smarter, NOT Harder)

1. READ: Read each article once in full, especially if you do not understand the introductory paragraph.
2. HIGHLIGHT KEY TERMS: Highlight and identify key terms and their definitions during your first 

reading..
3. SUMMARIZE: After your first reading, immediately write a paragraph summary of the article to 

reinforce the main overall argument or key points of the article you read, and include ideas for how you 
would use the article in some of our major assignments. 

4. ASK QUESTIONS: Write down some questions about the article that you don’t understand, and then ask 
them in class, especially if no one else is asking them.

5. REVIEW: Review the introduction, bolded sections, key figures and tables, key terms, and conclusions as 
needed for quizzes and exams.

6. ONLINE RESOURCE #1: Blog Entry - “How to be an ‘A’ Student.” URL:
http://prnetworks.blogspot.ca/2005/06/so-you-want-to-be-straight-student.html  

7. ONLINE RESOURCE #2: Or, see this recent controversial version: http://www.businessinsider.com/10-
things-every-college-professor-hates-2014-8
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INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN IDEA: Re-use previously posted content from social media posts or shared resources for collaboration (e.g., these slides).ENCOURAGE STUDENTS TO HACK THE SYSTEM (the system is designed around stress, so how can you study or work smarter, not harder): Work together to peer review your papers / study together….  Learn from one another. ��Design the degree and career you would like to have with a balanced healthy life -- how will you measure your success? Some of my mentors encouraged me to think of such life hacks as the following:1) How can you get the most out of your waking hours? Balance healthy eating, lifestyle, and work.2) How much many can you make in a year, living a healthy lifestyle? (plot it out on a computer and plan for your goals)* We will create an Excel Budget in this class, so you can plot out the next 3 to 5 years of your life in terms of financing your education.  You can then reflect on that budget to change the picture if you don’t like what you see, or maybe you’ve identified areas to improve.�3) How many people can you help each day?(e.g.) How to be a Straight A Student:http://prnetworks.blogspot.ca/2005/06/so-you-want-to-be-straight-student.htmlCompile your own Google document of shared life hacks and skills.

http://prnetworks.blogspot.ca/2005/06/so-you-want-to-be-straight-student.html
http://www.businessinsider.com/10-things-every-college-professor-hates-2014-8
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